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A B S T R A C T A R T I C L E   I N F O  

The issue of using marketing communication tools in the internet environment is quite 

extensive. Innovation of the usual procedures is usually influenced by market 

development. The presented study examines selected factors that may affect the 

acceptance of digital marketing tools in business practice in small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs). The aim of the study is to answer the basic question of whether 

company size influences the willingness to adopt online marketing tools within the usual 

communication mix. Based on a thorough empirical analysis performed on a sample of 

companies operating in the Central European market, it can be stated that company size 

does not play a role in adopting online marketing tools. Most organizations, regardless of 

their size, still have reservations about investing in digital marketing. On the other hand, 

previous experience is a key determinant to perceive the benefits of using the internet for 

business purposes. Organizations actively using online marketing tools evaluate their 

contribution to their business very positively. It is a well-known fact that product testing 

significantly increases the degree of its acceptance. This knowledge is one of the key 

starting points in traditional marketing. Obviously, this assumption needs to be taken into 

account in both physical and digital environments. At the same time, it should be noted 

that the application of the basic online marketing tools in business practice is a 

prerequisite for all subsequent online activities. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the transition from production to product marketing, companies have been striv- ing for effective 

spending of funds for marketing communication (Gawer and Cusumano 2014;Felix et al.2017;Yim et al.2017). 

The advent of a new approach or the discovery 

of a new tool starts the process of adapting to change.  At the beginning,  it has a form of    a trend that 

only the boldest market actors are willing to adopt. In the literature, these are referred to as early adopters 

(Chesbrough and Crowther2006;Van den Bulte and Joshi2007). As a rule, the effectiveness of the instrument 

cannot be measured at the initial stage, so the first entities to decide on adopting a given approach take on the 

role of imaginary pioneers.  If the given trend works,  it is gradually adopted by the mainstream entities  as well. 

At this stage, the potential of a particular trend is usually fully exploited and leaves little room for market 

surprises. The application of traditional online internet tools in business, or specifically in marketing strategies 

of business entities, dates back to the early 1990s (Hanna et al.2011;Sashi2012;King et al.2014). The apparent 

saturation of the market in developed economies subsequently occurred in the noughties; however, due to the 

constant development of the issue, the potential of the tool has not been fully used, especially for mainstream 

business entities. 
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Internet marketing is still perceived by many business entities as complementary to traditional marketing 

through physical media (Cant and Wiid2016). It specifically applies to small and medium-sized enterprises, 

which usually have only limited funds to be spent on marketing communications. From a certain point of view, 

the behavior of these entities is wholly rational. Significant numbers of their customers are members of 

generations preceding generation X. Generation X was the first to have a real chance to fully exploit the 

potential of the internet (Dunphy1999;Dou et al.2006). The subsequent generations took the internet and its 

tools for granted, and no adaptation was needed (Dabija et al.2017; Dabija et al.2018;Sabaityte et al.2019). As 

for generations of customers, it is necessary to take into account the factor of real purchasing power (Swan and 

Waite2015;Lissitsa and Kol2016). The base is the marketing paradigm, which sees the main purpose of 

marketing in satisfying individual needs. In this context, the culmination of the need–wish–demand sequence is 

precisely the moment of market exchange. At this point, the needs meet real purchasing power, which allows 

market exchange. If purchasing power is allocated in the market segment that perceives traditional marketing 

tools as primary, the actions of ―digitally hesitant‖ business entities will be wholly rational. 

As expected, two key elements were identified in the issue, producers and consumers. The issue of 

adaptation to marketing in the internet environment by consumers was a key point for our research in its initial 

phase. This was followed by research on the supply side of the market, the results of which are presented in this 

study. 

As for the different stages of adopting innovation in different economic and geograph- ical units, we 

focused on the Central European market. In terms of the extent and pace of innovation, the selected market 

appears to be catching up, especially when considering the developed online markets of North America and 

Northwest Europe (Stam and Ven2021; Varga et al.2020). We consider this specificity to be one of the key 

benefits of our research. The nature of the catching-up market in the inhomogeneous environments of countries 

of different languages and preferences creates a precondition for a specific knowledge base with benefits for 

similar economic and geographical units. 

Based on our research (Štefko et al.2011;Paetsch et al.2017), it can be concluded that the market 

(regardless of its degree of development and applied innovation) generates opportunities asymmetrically. 

In the demand side of the market, the element of real purchasing power was taken into account; the 

research question was based on the assumption that the different eco- nomic status of consumers determines the 

degree of acceptance of digital marketing. The 

hypothesis was confirmed by the empirical analysis (Pollák and Markovicˇ2021); at the same time, it 

confirmed the need for a holistic approach to the issue. 

The attention was then shifted to the supply side of the market. Taking into ac- count all the relevant 

specificities, the basic research question was formulated as follows: Does the size of the organization affect its 

willingness to adopt online marketing tools within its communication mix? 

The following chapters of the study deal with the specifying contexts necessary for answering the research 

question. The analysis of the theoretical basis in the theoretical framework is followed by the chapter dealing 

with the methods and material of the work. The results of the analysis are presented and discussed in the fourth 

chapter. The conclusion presents a summary of findings obtained complemented by the limitations of the 

research and perspectives for further research in the topic. 

The presented study aims to extend the knowledge base concerning innovations in business practice by 

relevant empirical data. Examining the specifics that determine the acceptance of innovations, i.e., digital 

marketing in this case, creates room for a better understanding of the market. From a scientific point of view, 

generalization should be avoided. Insufficient examination of the context, especially in emerging markets, 

creates ideal conditions for these generalizations. Practices based on inaccurate knowledge are subsequently 

exposed to an increased risk of inefficiency. By seeking an answer to the initial question formulated by us, the 

study thus aims to contribute to the partial elimination of the risk of inefficiency, especially when it comes to 

defining starting points for marketing managers, who have the ambition to transform dominant offline 

companies into an increasingly required online form. To clearly define the scientific validity of the research (in 

terms of the research efforts), it shall be noted that this study is a part of comprehensive research on the 

advancement of economic and social innovation by means of creating   an environment enabling business 

succession. In the triennial research, seven research institutions in five Central European countries investigate 

the issue of family business and business succession. 

 

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Within the overview of the theoretical knowledge in the field, we will focus on the basic topics, including 

online marketing and its tools. Subsequently, the application will be discussed from the perspective of relevant 
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E-mail and webcasting 

Online advertising Web communities 

Corporate website 

reference studies. A theoretical overview in the form of a continuous train of thought presents the topic so as to 

address all the key concepts considered in the empirical part of the presented study. 

2.1. Digital Marketing in Its Basic Form 

The concept of digital marketing is based on a combination of traditional marketing tools and online 

technologies enabled by the internet in the 1990s (Kalyanam and McIntyre 2002;Constantinides2006). 

Although the use of the first tools of online marketing could be disputed, especially in the case of e-mail and 

catalogs (Road et al.2010),  at the time  of their implementation, these pioneering activities took the form of 

textbook examples rather than a real market tool. As for the application of digital marketing in business 

practice, the literature provides a myriad of definitions and procedures (Gilmore et al.2007; Seth and 

Sharma2005;Yan2010). For the purposes of this study, we will define the term as a marketing communication 

that predominantly uses the Internet tools. Despite the extensive ambiguity of the conceptual apparatus, the 

terms digital marketing, electronic marketing, e-marketing, and online marketing will be used as synonyms in 

the text. In 

terms of procedures, we selected a basic diagram used byKotler and Armstrong(2004) which we 

subsequently edited inPoll ák(2015) to define four basic procedures for applying e-marketing in business 

practice (see Figure1below). 

 

 

Figure 1. Basic forms of e-marketing. Source: Author based onKotler and Armstrong(2004). 

 

In our research on the application of selected tools in business practice, we perceive them as key elements. 

With regard to the development of the individual tools, we classify and update the elements over time as 

follows: 

 Corporate website, 

 Online advertising in two formats as: 

context advertising, 

banner advertising. 

 Social media marketing (including influencer marketing), 

 Advertising e-mail. 

In our opinion, the updated form of these tools is a core of digital marketing. They are also a prerequisite 

for applying more sophisticated online approaches in general. In the presented study, these basic forms of e-

marketing are taken into account when formulating the second research sub-question. 

2.2. Application of Digital Marketing in Business Practice 

As for the application of digital marketing in business practice, it can be stated that this is a natural 

evolutionary step within marketing management. As already mentioned in the introduction, companies 

gradually (let us say with a certain degree of abstraction) introduce innovations based on the real needs of the 

market or based on the findings from theory and practice (van de Vrande et al.2009;Falahat et al.2020;Lestari et 

al.2020). 
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However, the optimization of business processes as a whole underwent a revolutionary change with the 

advent of information technology as well as the internet. E-business-based supporting tools have brought 

significant resource savings to businesses, including time savings, as technologies enabled shortening of 

communication channels (Peterson et al. 1997;Adjei et al.2010). 

At this point, it is thus natural to label adaptation to e-marketing as ―evolutionary‖. Developed markets 

have created preconditions for the application of these innovative tools, especially better infrastructure. The 

technologies were available globally, but the infrastructure was largely limited by its local nature across the 

market. There should be also mentioned the aspect of available resources (Srivastava and 

Gnyawali2011;Klingebiel and Rammer2014). From the point of view of resources, large companies in 

particular have a significant competitive advantage, generating available resources through either economy of 

scale or market dominance. Some of these resources can be reinvested in innovations. In the case of small and 

medium-sized enterprises, the availability of innovations is logically more complicated (Rosenbusch et 

al.2011;Klewitz and Hansen2014;Gherghina S, tefan et al. 2020). This disadvantage is generally offset by 

higher efficiency and lower bureaucracy. However, the market must be seen as a complex structure, not only 

from the perspective of winners. We agree that not all large companies necessarily benefit from economic 

strength; neither are all small and medium-sized enterprises fully efficient and flexible. This assumption was a 

base for formulating the first sub-question. 

At the same time, digital marketing tools as such do not have a dominant cost na- ture (Alrousan et 

al.2020). From the perspective of the digital environment, marketing managers are offered a largely accessible 

and unregulated market (Park et al.2020). It is up to them to decide which promotion formats to include in their 

e-marketing portfolios. Compared to traditional media, the interactivity of the participating parties in online 

communication is significantly increasing (Sokolova and Hajer2020). This interactive link provides a 

significant advantage to both parties, especially in the form of information (Peltier et al.2020) . Information 

enable both sides of the market to maximize their benefits. This benefit can be represented on the part of 

providers by increasing their turnover, and on the part of consumers by maximizing consumption with respect 

to available resources (Li et al.2020) . However, the optimization process is preceded by several steps; both the 

supply and demand side of the market must adopt certain digital habits. The adoption of such habits is 

conditioned by the degree of acceptance, which is addressed in both the presented and reference (Pollák and 

Markovicˇ2021) studies. 

Despite more than three decades of constant knowledge generation, we perceive the issue of applying 

information and communication tools (including internet tools) in business practice as a lively and evolving 

topic (Chang et al.2009;Gao et al.2021). The market still does not show any objective signs of saturation. It 

regularly generates new opportunities in the form of tools that have not been discovered yet. As an example, 

there can be mentioned evolution in the form of development from the weblog (as an internet diary), through a 

blog, to microblogging platforms (Goldstein2008). At the same time,  a relatively interesting phenomenon is 

encountered within the issue,  specifically a combination of basic and applied research. The generated empirical 

material aims to contribute both to the knowledge in the issue and the advance in application of the tools. 

 

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This chapter presents the main goal of this study, which is followed by the initial research question. It is 

divided into two parts so that the holistic nature of the researched issue is taken into account. The research 

question is followed by a detailed description of the material we work with in the presented study. At the end of 

this chapter, the scientific methods and procedures used for solving the research problem are described. 

Based on the knowledge obtained from the relevant literature, the main goals of the presented study are 

formulated as follows: the objective of the study is to examine the effect of the company size on the acceptance 

of online marketing tools in terms of their integration into the communication mix. Given the main goal of the 

study, the following research question needs to be answered: Does the size of the organization affect its 

willingness to adopt online marketing tools within its communication mix? 

The issue of mastering online marketing, or in other words the integration of online marketing tools into 

business practice, is quite extensive.  The multidimensionality of  the issue was taken into account when 

decomposing the research question into two sub- questions. The first sub-question has a form of the need for the 

elementary examination of the relationship between the company size and its willingness to invest in digital 

marketing. The second sub-question concerns the determination of the relationship between the perceived 

benefits of digital marketing and the organization‘s own activity in the online environment. At this point, we 

assume that the very experience of organizations will be a decisive factor in terms of a positive perception of 

the digital marketing benefits for the organization. 

The first step in the statistical analysis is the correct formulation of research hypotheses H10 and the 

alternative H11. Considering the research problem, two research hypotheses were formulated as follows: 
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Hypotheses 10 (H10). The size of the organization does not affect the organization‘s willingness to invest 

in digital marketing. 

Hypotheses 11 (H11). The size of the organization affects the willingness of the organization to invest in 

digital marketing. 

Hypotheses 20 (H20). The organization‘s online activity does not affect the perceived benefits of digital 

marketing to the business. 

Hypotheses 21 (H21). The organization‘s online activity affects the perceived benefits of digital 

marketing to the business. 

The research concerned both the supply and demand side of the market. The presented study analyzes the 

partial results of this comprehensive research, specifically, the analysis of the supply side of the market. The 

subject of the research is mainly the SMEs (small and medium-sized enterprises) that carry out their business 

activities within the Central European market. 

The set of analyzed enterprises is referred to as a research sample. It consists of more than 2000 companies 

registered in the catalog of a selected internet portal. The reason for choosing this research sample was the fact 

that these companies represented, until the implementation of the research task, a set of all available business 

entities that corresponded to the selected characteristics. 

Five size categories were predefined as follows: 

 Self-employed (one-person enterprise); 

 Micro-enterprise; 

 Small enterprise;  

 Medium-sized enterprise; 

 Large enterprise. 

The material used to answer the research question included both primary and sec- ondary information 

sources. Primary information was provided through a questionnaire survey carried out by addressing the entire 

research sample using a structured electronic questionnaire with nineteen questions. The first six questions were 

used to categorize the analyzed sample for subsequent statistical analysis. Another thirteen mostly semi-open 

questions concerned the preferences as well as the real experience of the respondents from the addressed 

business entities with regard to the analyzed issues. To ensure the best possible data processability, Likert‘s 

five-point scale was used in selected questions. As for the response rate of the electronic questionnaires, the 

standard expected level of about 5% was achieved. Only duly completed questionnaires were used for 

processing. The analysis is based on the responses of 102 participating entities. Secondary information sources 

were dominant in the nature of reference studies. 

As a part of the solution to the research problem, analysis and synthesis were used as the primary scientific 

methods. Other scientific methods included induction and deduction, comparison, abstraction and, finally, 

selected mathematical statistics methods, namely: 

 Contingency table: This is a method combining two or more frequency tables so that each inner 

cell represents a unique combination of specific values of the cross-tabulated variables. The table 

allows us to find out the frequencies of specific categories of vari- ables. At the same time, 

examining these frequencies makes it possible to determine the relationship between the cross-

tabulated variables. 

 Pearson‘s chi-square test: This is a method of determining the degree of reliability of the 

relationship between two categorical variables. The test is based on measuring the differences in 

the actual frequencies, nij, in the cells of the contingency table, compared to the expected mij. 

The expected cell frequency is calculated according to Equation (1): 

 

where χ2 = ∑r value of χ2-distribution of (r 1) (s 1) degrees of freedom at the selected 

significance level. If the calculated value is greater than the table value, the hypothesis is rejected. 

Contingency coefficient C: This is a method of determining the degree of relation of two 

variables based on the Pearson‘s chi-square test, which is calculated using Equation (2) below: 
• 
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 Cramer‘s coefficient V: This is a method of determining the degree of dependence between two 

qualitative features. If the results of the sample survey are arranged  in a contingency table of 

type r s, Cramer‘s coefficient is defined by the relation expressed by Equation (3): 

 

 Cluster analysis:  This is a method used, e.g., in market segmentation, where the classification of 

market segments is based on a combination of several variables. 

The data collected in the questionnaire survey were sorted and coded using MS Office, then used as inputs 

for a detailed statistical analysis using the Statistica program. Overview tables and graphs were used to 

summarize and interpret the selected results. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Given the defined objectives of the study, the following research question is formulated: Does the size of 

the organization affect its willingness to adopt online marketing tools within its communication mix? 

The research question was decomposed into two sub-questions, the first one concern- ing the existence of 

the relationship between the willingness to invest in digital marketing and the size of the organization itself. 

The second sub-question is focused on the relationship between the perceived benefits of digital marketing 

and the organization‘s own activity in the online environment. Both sub-questions will be answered and 

discussed. 

4.1. The Size of the Organization and the Willingness to Invest in Digital Marketing 

By decomposing the research question, we formulated the first of the research sub- questions, namely: 

Does the size of the organization affect its willingness to invest in online marketing tools? 

The following statistical hypotheses were formulated: 

Hypotheses 10 (H10). The size of the organization does not affect the organization‘s willingness to invest 

in digital marketing. 

Hypotheses 11 (H11). The size of the organization affects the willingness of the organization to invest in 

digital marketing. 

In the independence hypothesis, both variables are considered random variables and are thus randomly 

selected from the population. We assume their complete independence, i.e., the value of Var1 does not affect 

the conditional distribution of Var2. The following variables have been chosen: 

 Var1 = The size of the organization; 

 Var2 = Willingness to invest. 

If the null hypothesis is rejected, Var2 is a dependent variable of Var1. The data were obtained on the 

basis of 102 duly completed questionnaires. The significance level α equals 0.05. 

Since we work with two numerical cross-tabulated variables, we used a contingency table to determine 

their relationship. The Statistica program was used to create a cor- responding contingency table based on the 

data obtained from the questionnaires. The strength of the relationship in the contingency table was measured 

using several coefficients similar to the correlation coefficient; specifically, the values of the Pearson‘s chi-

square test, the contingency coefficient, and Cramer‘s coefficient, whose calculation is based on the chi-square 

test. This test is valid asymptotically; therefore, it can only be used with a sufficient number of observations. 

Thus, it is not necessary to verify normality due to the use of non-parametric testing. However, the variables 

must be randomly selected and in a sufficient number. This condition was met in our case. 

The following table (Table1) presents the expected frequencies as follows: 

 

 

• 

• 
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Table 1. Table of expected frequencies. 

 

 

As the expected frequencies were lower than 1 in some fields, the condition of using the chi-square test 

was not met. Therefore, the sparsely represented categories were combined as follows: In Var1, the 

underrepresented category ―Large enterprise‖ was combined with the ―Medium-sized enterprise‖ category 

under the name of ―Medium-sized and Large enterprises‖. In Var2, the categories ―Strictly Positive‖ and 

―Rather Positive‖ were combined, and so were the categories ―Rather Negative‖ and ―Strictly Negative‖. The 

newly created categories were ―Positive‖, ―Neutral‖, and ―Negative‖. The condition for using Pearson‘s chi-

square test was thus met and the calculated statistics were applicable. We could therefore proceed to the 

evaluation of the hypothesis, as seen in Table2. 

 

Table 2. Hypothesis verification (after combining the categories). 

 

 

As seen in Table2, χ2 = 8.0709909 § 12.592 = χ2 (6) and the p-value = 0.23231 0.05. Thus, at the selected 

significance level, it was not possible to reject H10 and accept the hypoth- esis H11. This means that the 

hypothesis stating that the size of organizations statistically significantly affects the willingness of organizations 

to invest in online marketing tools was not confirmed. 

When analyzing Figure2in more detail, it can be seen that most organizations, regardless of their size, are 

not willing to invest or are not able to clearly answer whether they would invest in marketing communication 

based on digital marketing. 

 

Figure 2. Graph of interactions. 
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Based on the findings, it is possible to answer the first sub-question of whether the size of the organization 

does not affect its willingness to invest in digital marketing. At the same time, it should also be noted that at this 

point in the research it was not possible to unambiguously answer the primary research question in its 

holistically formulated form. To answer the question, it was necessary to take into account another possible 

determinant of digital marketing acceptance, i.e., the aspect of previous experience, which has been taken into 

account in formulating the second research sub-question of, ―How do active organizations evaluate the benefits 

of digital marketing for their business?‖ 

4.2. Organization’s Online Activities and Perceived Benefits of Digital Marketing 

By decomposing the research question, we formulated the second research sub- question,  namely:  Does 

the organization‘s online activity affect its perception of the benefits   of digital marketing for business? 

The following statistical hypotheses were formulated: 

Hypotheses 20 (H20). The organization‘s online activity does not affect the perceived benefits of digital 

marketing to the business. 

Hypotheses 21 (H21). The organization‘s online activity affects the perceived benefits of digital 

marketing to the business. 

In the independence hypothesis, again, both variables were considered random vari- ables, and were thus 

randomly selected from the population. We assumed their complete independence, i.e., the value of Var1 did 

not affect the conditional distribution of Var2. The following variables were selected: 

 Var1 = Online activity of the organization; 

 Var2 = Perceived benefit. 

If the null hypothesis is rejected, Var2 is dependent on Var1. The data were obtained from 102 duly 

completed questionnaires. The significance level α was 0.05. 

Since we were again working with two numerical cross-tabulated variables, a contin- gency table was used 

to determine their relationship. The strength of the relationship in the contingency table was measured using the 

values of Pearson‘s chi-square test, the con- tingency coefficient, and Cramer‘s coefficient. As the same sample 

was used, the variables were also randomly selected and are sufficiently represented in the research sample. 

The following table (Table3) presents the expected frequencies as follows: 

 

Table 3. Table of expected frequencies 

 

 

Even in this case, the expected frequencies lower than 1 occurred in some fields,  i.e., the condition of 

using the chi-square test was not met. As in the previous case, underrepresented table columns were combined 

into logically related blocks as follows: in Var1, the underrepresented category ―No e-marketing tool to support 

business is used‖ was combined with the category ―One tool to support business is used‖. The newly created 

category was named ―One or no tool to support business is used‖. In the second category, the category ―All the 

mentioned tools to support business are used‖ was combined with the category ―4 of the mentioned tools to 

support business are used‖ into a newly created category ―4 or more of the mentioned tools to support business 

are used‖. In Var2, the underrepresented categories ―Negative‖, ―Rather Negative‖, and ―Neutral‖ were 

combined into the category ―The contribution of the internet is neutral to negative‖. The condition for using the 

Pearson‘s chi-square test was now met and the calculated statistics were thus applicable. We could therefore 

proceed to the evaluation of the hypothesis, as seen in Table4below. 
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Table 4. Hypothesis verification (after merger). 

 

 

As seen from Table4, χ2 = 18.59985 12.592 = χ2 (6) and the p-value = 0.0049 0.05 indicate that at the 

selected significance level, it was possible to reject H20 and accept the hypothesis of dependence H21. The 

hypothesis that the perceived benefits of digital marketing for business are directly related to the online activity 

of organizations was confirmed. 

When taking a closer look at Figure3, it can be seen that the perceived benefits of digital marketing for 

business are directly related to the online activity of organizations (expressed through the number of online 

marketing tools that the organization uses to support its business) as follows: 

 

 

Figure 3. Graph of interactions. 

 

The interaction graph above shows that the evaluation of the digital marketing benefits was difficult for 

companies that did not use any business supporting tool; therefore, they evaluated their attitude towards this 

phenomenon as neutral. The organizations that used one support tool perceived its benefits as strictly positive. 

In the case of two tools, the perception of the benefit was rather positive. The organizations that used three and 

four tools perceived them strictly positively. In the last case, i.e., in case of using all the mentioned online 

marketing tools (from the selected portfolio of options), the perception of the benefits of these tools was rather 

positive. In terms of the research question, the relationship between the online activity of the organization and 

the perceived benefits of digital marketing for business was confirmed. 

Table5below shows an overview of the identified relationships as follows: 

 

Table 5. Perceived benefit based on used number of e-marketing tools. 
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Prior to the discussion of the findings, the identified dependencies shall be analyzed using cluster analysis, 

as a detailed analysis of the dependencies enables the identification of specific patterns of behavior that will 

contribute to a better understanding of the issue. The results of the cluster analysis are shown in Figure4below. 

 

Figure 4. Cluster analysis of perceived benefit of digital marketing based on number of used e-marketing 

tools. 

 

The online activity of organizations was categorized by how organizations perceived the benefits of online 

marketing tools for their business. The x-axis shows the online activity of the organization according to the 

number of e-marketing tools used. The y-axis measures their dependence. The shorter the distance, the more 

similar the companies were to each other in perceiving the benefits of e-marketing for their business. As seen 

from the Figure, the companies that used three and four tools were most similar to each other in terms of 

perceiving the digital marketing benefits for their business; their perception of benefits was almost identical. In 

the next step, the companies using three and four tools were grouped into one category with the companies 

using one tool, with their perception of the benefits being still relatively similar. The companies using two and 

five (all of the mentioned) tools showed a different perception, which is a relatively interesting finding. The 

aforementioned companies remained connected with the previous ones, but in a relatively more distant 

connection. A special category is the organizations that did not use any online marketing tools to support 

business. Their perception of online marketing tools was relatively different. This may be due to the fact that the 

organizations did not have any experience with either positive or negative benefits of the internet; therefore, 

they were not able to evaluate them. At this point, it should be noted that for the further interpretation of the 

context, this is a key finding leading to answering the primary research question. As for the second sub-

question, it can be stated that their own experience had a demonstrable influence on the perception of benefits. 

The perception of the benefits was different for organizations using a different number of tools to support 

business; rejecting the H0 was thus correct. At this point, we come to the initial research question, which will be 

the subject of a thorough discussion. 

4.3. Discussion of Findings 

This chapter deals with the discussion of the results of the empirical analysis. Within the discussion, the 

key findings will be identified and used as the input data for further quantitative research. 

Based on the basic contexts identified on the basis of the literature review (van de Vrande et 

al.2009;Falahat et al.2020;Lestari et al.2020), it should be pointed out that in terms of integrating online 

marketing tools into the corporate communication portfolio, these are still additional tools to the traditional 

communication mix. Considering that a comprehensive communication policy must take into account as many 

target customer segments as possible, with these segments having different degrees of innovation adopted 

(Štefko et al.2011;Paetsch et al.2017;Poll    ák and Markovicˇ2021), this finding was largely expected. In the 

case of small and medium-sized enterprises, the situation is even more complicated, as the degree of their 

adaptation to innovation varies depending on the industry, target segments, or tradition. The factors—and it 
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should be emphasized that they are not always rational factors—influencing this behavior are also diverse. Due 

to this inconsistency, the process of formulating and subsequently answering the research question was divided 

into several dimensions. 

The first dimension is the pragmatic consideration that company size determines the degree of adopting 

digital marketing tools. In the selected Central European market, we thus performed an empirical analysis in 

order to confirm or reject this assumption. Based on the results of the detailed statistical analysis of the data, the 

assumed existence of the relationship between company size and the degree of adoption expressed by the 

willingness to invest in digital marketing was not confirmed. Most organizations participating in our research, 

regardless of their size, were not willing to invest or were not able to answer clearly whether they would invest 

in marketing communication based on digital marketing. The reasons are largely unclear; however, it is 

therefore possible to deduce that digital marketing is still perceived by many business entities as complementary 

to traditional marketing through physical media, as indicated in the reference studies (Cant and Wiid 

2016;Gensler et al.2017). It specifically applies to small and medium-sized enterprises, which usually have only 

limited funds that can be spent on marketing communications. In order to answer the primary research question, 

it was thus necessary to consider another possible determinant of digital marketing acceptance, i.e., the factor of 

previous experience. This factor was considered in formulating the second research sub-question on how 

online- active organizations evaluate the benefits of digital marketing for their business. 

Within this dimension concerning the acceptance of online marketing tools into the communication 

portfolio of companies, the first step was to select specific online marketing tools which can be described as 

basic on the basis of theoretical knowledge. These tools were used within the selected research set to determine 

the cumulative frequencies of their active use by the companies We also analyzed the level of evaluation of 

their perceived benefits for the companies, where previous experience turned out to be a determining factor in 

the perception of benefit or acceptance, as in the case of our parallel examination of the demand side of the 

market (Pollák and Markovicˇ2021), which completes the presented study within one comprehensive research 

unit. As for customers, their economic activity proved to be the determining factor for the adoption of 

innovations; in the case of companies, it was their previous experience rather than the size category. The group 

of companies that did not use any business supporting tool turned out to have difficulties with assessing the 

benefits of digital marketing; they thus evaluated their attitude towards this phenomenon as neutral. The 

organizations using one supporting tool perceived its benefits strictly positively. When using two tools, the 

perception of the benefit was rather positive, while in the case of three or four tools the perception of benefit 

was strictly positive. These findings were confirmed by the results of cluster analysis. The graph of the cluster 

analysis showed the existence of a special category of organizations that did not use any online marketing tool 

to support business. The perception of companies that did not actively use online marketing tools was relatively 

different from the perception of other organizations, which may be due to the fact that the organizations in 

question had no experience with either positive or negative benefits of the internet; they were thus not able to 

evaluate these benefits.  This finding  is considered key to answering the research question and achieving the 

main goal of the research. 

The answer to the question of whether the size of the organization affects its will- ingness to adopt online 

marketing tools within its communication mix is thus clear. The willingness to adopt innovative online 

marketing tools does not depend on the company size, while previous experience was proven to play a role. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The challenges of the issue of innovative approaches in marketing lie in its interdis- ciplinary nature on the 

one hand; on the other hand, on its considerable ambiguity. This only underlines the complexity of the issue. A 

significant number of relatively ambiguous (and in some respects inconsistent) variables must be taken into 

account when compil- ing effective marketing communication mixes. Knowledge is predominantly generated 

directly in practice as a by-product of marketers learning from their own success as well as mistakes. Basic 

research here overlaps with the applied research. We believe that efficiency in deciding on the application of 

specific e-procedures can only be achieved through con- tinuous research. The production of empirical material 

of the qualitative and subsequently quantitative nature can reduce the degree of uncertainty characteristic of 

digital marketing. This will ultimately help active market players to become more efficient. 

Demonstrating the specificities in order to achieve higher business efficiency and better competitiveness 

was the primary goal at the beginning of our research efforts. 

Following the research of the demand side of the market (Pollák and Markovicˇ2021), the study provides 

answers to one of the basic questions related to this issue, namely what influences the motivation of businesses 

to apply digital tools in mostly physical processes. The research focused on small and medium-sized enterprises 

as a backbone of the national economies of developed countries. The companies are situated in Central Europe, 

which provides added value to the research. As it is not a highly developed, but rather a catching- up economic 
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and geographic region, the data may provide a competitive advantage for operators in markets of a similar 

nature. These markets are not fully saturated, and the knowledge can be directly transformed into a real 

competitive advantage. 

From the point of view of the discussed findings, we want to point out to the key factor in the adaptation 

of business entities to online marketing. It is a factor determining all subsequent, or rather, more sophisticated 

online activities. Specifically, although (as academics or experts from practice) we often believe that thorough 

awareness raising    is needed to increase the degree of adopting innovations in marketing,  the application  of 

one of the basic procedures in marketing communication has a much greater impact on their acceptance. This is 

a process taken from product marketing, where marketers begin the product adoption process with offering 

samples or product tasting (in the case of promoting the sale of food products). Testing a product significantly 

increases the degree of its adoption, which represents one of the key facts in traditional marketing. However, 

these fundamentals obviously need to be taken into account in both physical and digital spaces, as they are 

based on the relatively unchanging characteristics of human beings. People, whether in the position of 

customers or representatives of business companies, often (also) unconsciously follow predefined patterns of 

behavior. According to our research, previous experience is a key determinant of the perception of the internet‘s 

benefits for businesses, regardless of their size. 

The issue of applying innovations in business practice is highly topical today. Inno- vations are of a 

diverse nature; in the presented study, we focused on the innovations in processes related to marketing 

communication. The empirical material gained aims to contribute to the elimination of ambiguities, especially 

in terms of the factors determining the acceptance of digital marketing tools within the marketing 

communication mix in small and medium-sized enterprises. It creates room for marketing managers who, based 

on relevant data, can make more informed decisions when choosing the optimal processes for the transition 

from offline to online. Finally, the study also creates a knowledge base for further research in the field, 

clarifying one of the basic topics of digital marketing at the regional level. 

 

6. RESEARCH LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

As for the research limitations, its mostly regional nature should be mentioned. The research focused on 

small and medium-sized enterprises operating in the Central European market. However, given the specifics of 

the market, this limitation can also be perceived as an added value of the research. The inhomogeneity of the 

market, combined with its evolving nature, provides space for the application of knowledge and practices in 

markets of a similar nature. Another limitation of the research is the qualitative nature of the data, since for the 

formulation of universal recommendations it would be necessary to carry out deep quantitative research of 

several similar economic and geographical units. 

Further research could be focused mainly on extending the existing research from the point of view of the 

quantitative nature of the data. At the same time, we would evaluate the possibilities of examining various 

economic units across the global market. The synthesis of knowledge would enable us to create a basic model 

for its application in science and business practice. 
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